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	Slamming Spam : A Guide for System Administrators, 9780131467163 (0131467166), Addison Wesley, 2004
Real Anti-Spam Help for System Administrators

In Slamming Spam, two spam fighters show you how to fight backand win. Unlike most spam books, this one is written specifically for in-the-trenches system administrators: professionals who need hands-on solutions for detecting, managing, and deterring spam in Unix/Linux and/or Microsoft Windows environments.

The authors offer deep, administrator-focused coverage of the most valuable open-source tools for reducing spam's impact in the enterpriseespecially SpamAssassin. Drawing on their extensive experience in developing and implementing anti-spam tools, the authors present expert insights into every leading approach to fighting spam, including Bayesian filtering, distributed checksum filtering, and email client filtering.

Coverage includes

	
    Step-by-step junk mail filtering with Procmail

    
	
    Protecting Sendmail, Postfix, qmail, Microsoft Exchange, and Lotus Domino servers from spam

    
	
    Making the most of native MTA anti-spam features, including whitelists/blacklists, DNS black hole services, and header checking

    
	
    Distributed checksum filtering solutions, including Vipul's Razor and Distributed Checksum Clearinghouse

    
	
    McAfee SpamKiller for Lotus Domino

    
	
    McAfee SpamKiller for Microsoft Exchange

    
	
    Implementing and managing SpamAssassin

    
	
    Implementing SMTP AUTH, providing effective outbound SMTP authentication and relaying with any mail client; and STARTTLS, encrypting outbound mail content, user names, and passwords

    
	
    Sender verification techniques, including challenge/response, special use addresses, and sender compute

    
	
    Anti-spam solutions for Outlook, Outlook Express, Mozilla Messenger, and Unix mail clients

    


Whatever your IT environment and mail platform, Slamming Spam's defense in-depth strategies can help you dramatically reduce spam and all its attendant costsIT staff time, network/computing resources, and user productivity.
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Subversion Version Control: Using the Subversion Version Control System in Development Projects (Bruce Perens Open Source)Prentice Hall, 2005
In any software development project, many developers contribute changes over a period of time. Using a version control system to track and manage these changes is vital to the continued success of the project. This book introduces you to Subversion, a free, open-source version control system, which is both more powerful and much less complex...


		

Climate of Extremes: Global Warming Science They Don't Want You to KnowCato Institute, 2009
At the end of June 2009, I will be leaving the University of Virginia, as fine a public school as there is in the world. The university cannot guarantee me both academic freedom and a full salary from the Commonwealth of Virginia. My faculty position was ‘‘Research Professor and State Climatologist, Department of Environmental...

		

Mathematics of the Securities IndustryMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Includes every calculation needed for the Series 7 test!

The Essential How-To Guide for Calculating P/Es, YTMs, and Other Important Wall Street Numbers

For both professional stockbrokers and self-directed individual investors, the ability to understand and use ratios, calculations, and formulas...





	

Internetworking Troubleshooting HandbookCisco Press, 1999
If you can think of the problem, Internetworking Troubleshooting Handbook probably has the solution--at least when it comes to networking problems. This 714-page tome is absolutely phenomenal in scope. Though you may not find in-depth scholarly discussions of networking woes, you will find pragmatic tips that can help you through an...

		

Beginning HTML, XHTML, CSS, and JavaScript (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
An indispensable introductory guide to creating web pages using the most up-to-date standards

This beginner guide shows you how to use XHTML, CSS, and JavaScript to create compelling Web sites. While learning these technologies, you will discover coding practices such as writing code that works on multiple browsers including mobile...


		

Object-Oriented Analysis and Design for Information Systems: Modeling with UML, OCL, and IFMLMorgan Kaufmann, 2014

	Object-Oriented Analysis and Design for Information Systems clearly explains real object-oriented programming in practice. Expert author Raul Sidnei Wazlawick explains concepts such as object responsibility, visibility and the real need for delegation in detail. The object-oriented code generated by using these concepts in a systematic...
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